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Abstract—Situational awareness is vital and a life-saver in
a multitude of environments - from disaster relief to military
operations, from fire fighting to counter-terrorism. However,
current systems are domain specific and do not provide for
cross-domain interoperability. This is partly to scenario-specific
semantics and partly due to privacy and confidentiality reasons.
However, these single-domain single-tenant non-interoperable
situational awareness systems hinder effective operations, they
also prevent efficient and cost-effective evolution of these systems.
In this paper we propose concepts for a shared situational
awareness and report on a first prototype.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shared situational awareness, i.e., a multi-domain multi-
tenant situational awareness, is relevant in multiple situations,
be it in a humanitarian, police or military operation. While the
respective measures and those operating in the field differ, all
need a good overview of their own units, others involved, be it
supporters, victims, criminals or supportive parties. However,
they might also need additional information, such as weather
data or information on the political or economical situation.
Currently to generate situational awareness systems specific
to a domain are used. While this seems legitimate at first,
due to the rather small market for each domain, evolution of
these systems is hindered, both from an information security
perspective as well as from an usability, data-acquisition and
data-management perspective.

A. Aim of this work

. This paper discusses how a more universal system for
situational awareness could be designed, how it could provide
additional information and support information interchange
with other parties involved, while maintaining required con-
fidentiality levels: Today’s need for multi domain operations,
which join political, economical, humanitarian, cyber-security
and military efforts challenge all parties to share essential data,
while they cannot disclose it completely with each others,
e.g., patient data that cannot be forwarded to the military by
the humanitarian or would need to be anonymized. The joint
operations are similar to what the military defines as Political,
Military, Economic, Social, Infrastructure, and Information

(PMESII). PMESII describes the foundation and features of
an enemy (or ally) state and can help determine the state’s
strengths and weaknesses, as well as help estimate the effects
various actions will have on states across these areas [1].

B. Structure of this paper

The following paper is structured as follows: After this
introduction (Section I) Section II provides relevant definitions
and terminology used. The following Section III describes
several use cases for situational awareness as well as data
needed in these scenarios, how the differ, and how they are
comparable. Section IV provides a short evaluation of the
current state of research and technology. Based on this, Section
V analyses how a future system should be designed. This is
then taken one step further in Section VI, describing different
potential solutions. Finally, Section VII provides a conclusion
and our outlook on future work.

C. Our contribution

The Shared Information Space is a complete solution for
information dominance compassing a technical as well as an
organisational (information management) approach. We drive
this existing and evaluated proof of concept in the military
domain towards similar domains, e.g., security concerned or-
ganisations, by generalising the information management prin-
ciple on top of a micro service based low code environment to
suite multi domain operations. We aim to provide an universal
toolbox consisting of various micro-serviced tools starting
with data extraction, transformation, analytics, aggregation,
manipulation, presentation and dissemination, which can be
integrated and combined dynamically in the information flow
driven by domain specific as well as interconnected semantics.

II. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS

This section provides an overview over the relevant termi-
nology used in this paper,

A. Shared Situational Awareness

Situational Awareness was introduced by [2] as
an understanding of the activities of others, which
provides a context for your own activity
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Especially in military operations, uncertainity of the general
situation is known as ”fog of war” [3] and the increase of
dimensions in space, time, quantity and dimensions multiplies
by numbers. Therefore Shared Situational Awareness is widely
considered to be the cornerstone for success in political,
economical, military, environmental or scientific business,
especially if the actors are forming an non-homogeneous
working group. The more the collaboration is characterised
by distributed activities, e.g., in terms of location, time or
behaviours (different nationalities, communities, professions
etc) the importance of Shared Situational Awareness among all
participants and resources rises. Shared Situational Awareness
emphasises the distributed and networked operating environ-
ment where resources and data are virtually accessible, while
hosted at the point of origin and provided only on demand.
Shared Situational Awareness imposes the need for support-
ive information systems, which handle netted information
from distributed sources and supports collaboration across
the various domains. In security and / or privacy sensitive
organisations, like the military, police or health care, science
and even economics, information sharing has to be controlled,
at least (partially) limited to each authorised community.

B. Shared Information Space

A part from the concept of the Shared information Space
condensed

as a universal collaboration space where all actors
share their data, information, knowledge, concepts
and its respective awareness towards a common goal

[4], the implementation of a Shared Information Space
involves all technical aspects of an information system as
well as the organisational and social implications on all
collaborators in terms of information management and mind
set. On top of the knowledge-base the shared information
can be collaboratively processed and used in parallel by all
actors for sense-making and common conclusions. The Shared
Information Space consists of the following elements:

• A knowledge-base of connected and relevant information
of all actors as netted information conserving context and
semantic,

• actual data and information, which is dynamically up-
dated, improved and documenting the rationality, for
shared awareness,

• individual selection (reuse) and representation of content,
• collaboration amongst all users or groups forming appro-

priate information flows,
• ad-hoc adaption of tools for data analytics and manipu-

lation using Low-Code approaches and
• support for different domains and use-cases via seman-

tics.

III. USE CASES AND SCENARIOS

This section gives an overview of different scenarios and
their requirements on situational awareness systems.

A. Military operations

In a military operation, tracking of the own forces as well as
those of allies, but also those of the adversary has always been
a top priority. To do so, several technologies were used, back in
the old ages, riders were sent. More modern techniques include
Tactical Data Link (TDL) or Internet Protocol, providing units
with an opportunity to both receive and transmit information
as well as provide command and control facilities [5] [6]. This
information is then presented in a human readable and rapidly
comprehensible format. It provides the basics of situational
awareness.

However, in a more complex scenario, additional informa-
tion is required to operate in the field, such as information on
weather conditions for more remote units or wind conditions
for airborne operations. The information requirements are not
limited to the originator and direct users as shown in the
example above. Information gathered by one systems will be
shared and reused by many actors across the field and even
further in the broader context of a multi-domain operations.

Due to the strategic and tactical relevance of situational
awareness - and partly also due to the funding possibilities,
the military has a long history of optimising and researching
means to provide their forces with situational awareness.
Early work on distributed and networked knowledge-bases
for information sharing investigated meta data registry and
repository using the ebXML standard [7] for organising mod-
els and data. Consequently the approach was not limited to
models or metadata, but also included content and its handling.
The last generation of research modernised the early con-
ceptional approach in terms of architecture (micro-services),
data management (e.g. graph databases), semantically data
organisation and introduced an additional organisational and
social dimension (distributed information management cycle)
to the prototype implementation based on Structr [8] in order
to complete the Shared Information Space solution.

B. Humanitarian operations

Other scenarios require the same level of attendance, how-
ever, they hardly have the means for research. An example
are humanitarian missions, such as providing relief after an
earth quake or flooding, or supporting civilians in need during
a military operation or adverse governmental situation.

In all these contexts, besides knowing where supportive
units are deployed and people in need of help are located,
further information is needed, such as the risk of new inci-
dents, such as aftershocks or cholera outbreaks. In the context
of support operations political and economical background
information is of high relevance in order to provide support
as needed and as appropriate and in a manner accepted by the
political leaders. Weather could prevent access to some scenes.

C. Police operations

In police operations like a pursuit of a fugitive criminal
or special units trying to extract hostages, besides tracking
own forces and the offenders, it is important to map buildings
including their known or identified ground layout, import
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information about hostages and the offenders and identify
potential movement areas, depending, e.g., on traffic and road
conditions.

In a police context, forensic evidence is also relevant and
might need its own situational awareness, i.e., a virtual ”Lieu-
tenant Columbo” identifying a speeding camera photo taken
a mile away from the scene as relevant, as well as providing
all evidence collected on scene. Although the authors assume
it to be feasible to also provide this kind of information in
their suggested system’s concept, at this stage it is considered
to be worth further discussion while the suggested situational
awareness concept is being implemented.

D. Further scenarios

There are a lot more use-cases that might be relevant,
such as a fire brigade operating in a building with a need
to track those inside wearing a breathing apparatus or larger
incidents for ambulance services, such as accidents involving
busses or shootings, requiring a more complex management.
Also complex and long-lasting combined rescue and relief
operations, such as the flooding of the river Ahr in Germany
in 2021, where most streets where not usable, some areas
completely unreachable from the ground [9], and new access
roads had to be established and cartographed, i.e., provided
for shared situational awareness.

These and more use-cases demonstrate the need for shared
situational awareness.

E. Conclusion on scenarios

All scenarios demonstrate that information from several
sources needs to analysed, aggregated and augmented to pro-
vide appropriate situational awareness, going beyond current
systems and what they provide. They highlight the following
four high level requirements for

• common understanding of the different sources on the
semantic level (starting from data up to conceptional level
[10])

• flexible inclusion of newly identified information sources
and services as well as processing capabilities

• dynamic update and renewal of changing data including
the ability to investigate on the timeline (rewind for
historic and “fast forward” for predictive review). This
is consequently extended to other types of data like
locations, quantities and qualities etc.

• ad-hoc response to changing actor demands, whether it
deals with data or information bases, focuses on ap-
plication as well as human user interfacing, levelling
or rearranging information flows and dissemination of
computing results and “command relevant information”.

Such well defined, but general requirements are suitable
for various services or communities in the area of secu-
rity concerned organisations like cyber crime investigations,
economical or financial control, environmental sustainability,
fake information discovery and many more, even temporarily
formed communities handling seriously their responsibility
for intellectual property rights, prevention of data abuse and

information security as well as privacy. Basically, all organ-
isations and communities in the broader field of PMESII
can be interconnected following the “multi domain operation”
doctrine.

IV. STATE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

Whereas in the civilian area Industry 4.0 has the effect of a
current innovation impulse, and Internet of Things (IoT) shows
a facet of Weiser’s vision of ”ubiquitous computing” [11],
this development is known in the military area as Network
Enabled Operations (NEO) [12] [13] [14]. Ubiquitous com-
puting emphasises that the path to success is not only in the
field of technology or applications, but in the integration of
the user with his or her knowledge, his or her potential for
sense-making and his or her creativity that is needed to gain
the essential superiority.

The Shared Information Space defines an information net-
work, which dynamically connects humans and technology
through information (Human – Information - Technology).
In its semantic order, this information hub realises the idea
of Shared Information Space. Using the new information
management cycle, users organise their command and control
information and collaboration in a self-synchronising manner
pursuing a common goal (command intent) to achieve agility
and a lead. Tried and tested procedures including modern tech-
nology stacks (Web-Oriented Architecture, microservices, etc.)
[15] [16] are not replaced, but enclosed by the information
networks and newly connected in a flexible way.

Derived from the sense-making requirement in network
enabled operations a generic information model has been
defined as depicted in Figure 1. The model allows handling of
netted information including its context, its relations to other
information as well as flexible characterisation by semantic
techniques. According to the micro-service approach, func-
tionality for retrieval, transformation, analysing, processing,
presentation, dissemination of information can be dynamically
adopted [17]. The information flow is adapted by a graphical
user interface providing flexible response to changing user
needs. Especially the semantic characterisation of various
information elements fosters interoperability and the reuse
of elements and functionality in other domains [18] [19].
Semantic search and also access control [20] is realised as
combined effort.

Even that the stated requirements from above are widely
adopted, there is room for improvement in terms of further
increased dynamics [21] using low-coding techniques.

V. REQUIREMENTS OF A FUTURE SYSTEM

To support all these scenarios a shared situational awareness
system must be both agnostic to the scenario in how it handles
data and understand the scenario in order to support the
specific operation. While this sounds contra-dictionary it might
not be: If data is kept in a unified format, only the presentation
needs to be adapted to a specific use case. This adaption must
be done in such a way that any user would be able to create
or modify scenarios.
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Figure 1. Semantically netted information forming a multi domain Shared
Information Space

Obviously flexibility as to how and where data is acquired
from is a must: Whether it is over a specific network such
as TDL, a universal network such as the Internet, satellite
data or photography, news, social media or any other Open
Source Intelligence (OSINT) sources. In order to be able to
adapt to new sources an open and easy to configure interface
is required.

The data obtained needs to be presented to the user in a
correlated manner, i.e., data from different sources should
be provided in a unified way. Still a user should be able
to dive into the sources and analyse their validity. Ideally
the system would notify of contradictory information from
different sources. It would also notify a user if new data for
a monitored region becomes available.

In order to provide interoperability across domains, a data
exchange mechanism maintaining security and confidentiality
requirements is needed, e.g., in a humanitarian support opera-
tion in an armed conflict, the military should not receive health
data of civilians to protect their privacy, while the humanitarian
organisations should not receive detailed operational data from
the military, however, should be warned if adversarial groups
are active in their region.

VI. CONCEPTS TO IMPLEMENT A SHARED SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS SYSTEM

For the several requirements of a shared situational aware-
ness system, several potential implementation concepts exist.
The following section provides an overview on these options.

A. Flexibility in scenario implementation

A major issue in the concept is to be able to provide the
same technology to a multitude of use cases. Each of which
has a different presentation. To do so, users must be able to
adjust and modify their user experience accordingly.

1) Low-Code: In any operations the user has to focus
on the goal and all tools and resources have to be already
set up and available. The inclusion of resources may be
adapted more easily. However, changes in the tool set are
most likely a showstopper. Unless the circumstances changes
fundamentally and a new or optimised tooling is required for
gaining advantage and decision speed. In order to keep the
user’s experience as common as possible, it is proposed to
benefit from low-coding techniques by

1) encapsulating all functionality in a well-known frame-
work or ecosystem,

2) interacting with information including its presentation
with standard elements,

3) adapting the elements and its connections modeling the
requested information flow,

4) allowing high level adoption of elements and flows via
a graphical interfacing,

5) integrating the user as much as possible in the change
process,

in order to achieve dynamic and even ad-hoc customization
of the Shared Information Space and its domain functionality.
The chosen low-coding platform, which application service
had been also the basis for the Shared Information Space,
represents the functionality in the same graph models charac-
terized by semantics. During the lifetime of the operation, this
results in a complete domain specific knowledge base similar
to model driven architecture techniques and can be used as
a hot standby for quick response operations like in disaster
relief, evacuation operations etc.

2) Alternatives: Besides Low-Code concepts there a several
ideas on how to construct easily adaptable graphical front-
ends, providing a no-code user experience, that is so simple
that even children were able to successfully program robots
[22].

Others suggest using Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially
Large Language Models (LLM) to facilitate code generation
[23] [24] or transformer based models to generate code from
natural language specifications [25].

A new idea seems to combine the LLM concept with Low-
Code [26] to further enhance the accuracy and speed of code
generation.

All these concepts need to be evaluated and compared to
the Low-Code idea for which a Proof of Concept (PoC) exists.

B. Flexibility in data correlation

New data should be automatically incorporated into the
situation representation. However, data might be unstructured
and correlation might not be immediately obvious. Therefore
an implementation is more complex than simply moving data
into a relational database.

1) Artificial Intelligence: Currently the most popular ap-
proach to solve this is requirement is probably AI, often imple-
mented through Machine Learning (ML). In this concept the
system learns from previous scenarios how to correlate data.
These leanings are then applied to new scenarios. These could
be used to re-enforce or update previous results, providing
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dynamic updates. However, those concepts are criticised since
an AI learns from an AI, which might result in a bad re-
enforcement.

Besides that, ML has its own issues: Famous examples
include ML attempts to distinguish wolves from dogs, which
seemed to have worked well on a training set, but later
demonstrated to have chosen the wrong parameter: Canines in
snow were always considered wolves [27] [28]. Training data
therefore has a massive impact on the quality and usefulness
of ML.

2) Graph-Databases: A PoC using a graph oriented
database system (GraphDB) based on Labeled-Property Graph
(LPG) and Graph Modelling Language (GML) [29] with the
ability to trigger events to notify an overlaying application of
relevant changes was considered a viable alternative to ML.
In contrast to ML it has the advantage of being explainable
and reproducible, which is still ongoing research for AI.

In a GraphDB data is stored in a graph, i.e., the data itself
is a node, while the relation between to pieces of information
is represented as the graph’s edges. While providing data is
simple, adding the relations is more complex. These relations
however, determine how the data could be queried and selected
for output in a scenario.

Hence providing a good rule-set (or even AI) to add
relations on data is a challenge to be resolved.

C. Flexibilty in data acquisition

A less complex issue is to provide easy to configure and
flexible interfaces to provide input data from. From a tech-
nology perspective, there are plenty of universal formats and
description languages, like JSON or XML. All of these could
easily be provided. From a usability experience, however, the
issue is more complex: With the aim of empowering the end-
user to add data sources as needed, easy to generate format
specifications are needed.

Supporting user with domain specific knowledge rather than
software developers to add and modify data sources could be
achieved by either providing a graphical user interface (GUI)
with the help of user experience (UX) design, by providing a
low code alternative or even trying to support import of new
data through AI generated interfaces.

D. Secure data exchange

Again more complex issues arise when information should
be shared with other parties in that operation. A traditional
approach is the ”need to know” concept, where information
is reduced to the absolute minimum required to solve a task.
However, to do so, some operator needs to define who needs
to know what. This seems hardly feasible in a dynamic and
changing environment. If this cannot be boiled down to a rule-
set, human interaction would be needed. But that interaction
would slow down the process.

In data protection, aggregation, anonymization and
pseudonymization are relevant concepts to prevent third
parties to receive more data than they are entitled to.

1) Aggregation: By computing an average or generating
a heat map over many data sets, they are aggregated, i.e.,
put together in a way they could not be recovered like it has
been demonstrated with STRAVA, where [30] found a way
to identify a single user despite only having aggregated data.
This is useful in a data protection context, since aggregated
data is often as helpful as the raw data for research, but does
not affect individual rights.

Looking at the scenarios above a humanitarian relief op-
eration in a military conflict does not need to know, which
adversarial weapon systems are deployed in a certain region,
however, a heat map indicating more intensive adversarial
activities or – instead of providing the sheer amount of weapon
systems – a level of ”danger” in a region would be helpful
to plan and organise relief operations without endangering
civilians and own resources.

Aggregation again requires a level of understanding of the
needs of the party the information is shared with. This is easier
in a context where multiple entities of the same kind, e.g., two
nations’ armed forces, cooperate, but do not fully trust each
other in providing all information. Since the sending party
could easily anticipate the needs of the receiving one. In other
contexts, either the sending party has its assumptions on the
needs, or has to discuss requirements and needs with the other
entities.

Once the aggregation concept has been decided upon, it
needs to be implemented. Again, this implementation should
be performed by the end user, depending on the operational
context. To do so, the same options as mentioned above in
Sections VI-A and VI-B2 apply.

2) Pseudonymization: While aggregation does not allow
to identify a single data set, pseudonymization allows re-
identification. To do so, in the simplest case, humans are
assigned a number or a fake name (hence the Greek
ψϵυδωνυµoσ). The same could be performed in some sce-
narios, the most obvious is again a humanitarian operation,
where lists of names and addresses to provide support to are
rewritten. This seems to be feasible for at least some scenarios.

3) Anonymization: While pseudonymization is a bi-jective
function, anonymization is not: Anonymized data is impossible
to attribute to a specific user, device or entity. Anonymization
is a rather complex process with many options to end up
with an incomplete anonymization, which could be reversed.
This resulted in concepts, such as k-anonymity [31] [32] and
differential privacy [33], which allow for a measurable level
of anonymity in data.

A rather simple example of bad anonymization are to
be found in data protection: Some web-site claim to log
anomyized user data by only storing their IP adresses. This is
not anonymization but pseudonymization, since it is reversible.
Also removing the last octet of an IPv4 address might not
anonymize the user, if more data, such as user-agent and
language preferences sent by the browser are logged. The
resulting combinations might be unique.

Proper anonymization therefore requires some analysis.
Appropriate methods need to be investigated and implemented
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for different scenarios in shared situational awareness.
4) Randomization: Rather than anonymizing data another

option could be to modify it slightly, just so much that it is
still usable. This might be feasible for, e.g., TDL-tracks, i.e.,
information on, e.g., aircrafts in operation. Moving them by a
few hundred meters to another position in their 3D-world or
changing their ground-speed should not have to much impact
on a situation, however, it could obfuscate the actual precision
of how data is acquired. There might be a context where this
is a useful option.

5) Application to the scenarios: It is still to be analysed
whether data in the scenarios described above could be mod-
ified using the concepts above and how users could apply
those modifications in a reliable and secure manner without
too much training required.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we describe several concepts to implement a
shared situational awareness system applicable to a multitude
of domains, supporting several use-cases. To do so, we define
the necessary requirements and propose to evaluate these
concepts starting with a prototype based on Low-Code and
a GraphDB. While the first results seem promising we still
intend to evaluate other concepts.

As the next steps we intend to evaluate the other concepts
as described in Section VI to store and correlate data and
to provide it in an user-friendly shared situational awareness
systems. As a general necessity for a multi domain Shared
Information Space, we envision that security gateways have
to become more dynamic as today by adopting modern REST
and JSON interfaces.

More research is required into how to solve special data
exchange requirements to maintain privacy and confidentiality
of data while providing adequate levels of situational aware-
ness to all participating parties in a scenario. Once appropriate
concepts exist research needs to go into facilitating generation
of code to adjust these measures to a specific use-case.

While we hope to have identified relevant concepts to pro-
vide a multi-tenant multi-domain shared situational awareness
system, we appreciate further input from the community.
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